Sitka

southern tip of Baranof Is.

Coronation Is.

Warren Is.

Heceta Is.

Noyes Is.

Baker Is. (Cape Chinitof)

Suemeg Is.

Dell Is.
On Chs: Rte Pt.

Tell

Spit Pt.

Last Nate

Ramsay L.

Day 19

Kunghit L.?
- Melander killed

Banks L.?

Price L.

Calvert L.
Vancouver - Cape Scott

Cape Coote

Nootka Sound
   - their map ends

Uclulet

Tatoosh

Alasa
   - Makahs utuliiq

Cape Flattery
   - Brany killed (in tube through?)

Hoh
Tahoe

Copra's

Day 40  Willow

Day 47  rescue
guineen T a man learning: biggest mistake this life

"Bread? puppy?"

Mastodon gave a slow, mournful smile.

"Maybe we need a thief," said Mastodon.

by foot prisons

Bread proved no effect and box to ration assigned
to him, far from really mean. Beyond 1 every mean.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Km} & \quad \text{mid 7 foot} \\
\text{Ml} & \quad \text{carrot}
\end{align*} \]

\[ W \text{guineen x } R \text{ marked when he cd, no mile.} \]

Mary Bayne 7-7-15

\[ 25-6 \]
and coast

00 had seen.

shivered, too.

But knew this:

shivered, du various? The bill, smile
Forest Wilson

- Oly Nov. 5 Sat eve.
  13:35-40 57-14th

Brain dream: face 7. Koholt, 47. Capt. 7. Nichol
- dreamer dream
  - on an island, writing to them
  - They told the M
  - Fix arms we heavy; he sat to cancr

- abnormalities
  - joints x-1 slow arthri
  [malatol 7 discs]
  - gravity traction; holds onto
  - try osteome in small does
  try DMSO

K had a dog a cane for them
M we have stopped; cane like tobacco 6-2 a pipe
armies here them best

Piproof: 8th July
- 1nd galleries
  1D3 1/1 200
  10 copies for each 10

f. Sage

Margaret until July 7
armies knew - typ, but (Blank) - scavengers

empires: extracels & maps

as a Roman not with my lips, a span

empires: cornerage - I places

" : constellations

007 during for places I assume we not admitted, t

so. enterprise went on.

It takes faith to hold visions in place. I M no longer accept

astronomy - astrological

night

the end: "nor can I constellate - drawing every b. merely

Red eyes brew, called the towers of men who - spikes -

declaration

On the maps, only 2 corners, no way "here to monstrosity"

I think S. honored - here not move along. in

from - empire 1 to next

were made to configure

those who un-stellar

with pincords o a map, no rap s - Mostly more
More than 1 body. Only 1. CAMS say only 1 themselves.
I have come 1 M.

N.B. Molik comes longer even than 1st. Aldry 1st, of several others.

Make readers identify a man: "Think of him as brother." W. in his crushing way.

"It's like a shadow falling between bodies instead of any...

- CL - Peter Potterfield and fully
like over Med Line
Drunk!

Entire long course gave a small boulder under. Falling out twi. Boulder, then...

We parted curses on M. until I occur to him he did have 'tread to invest in it. He clamped his lips & ran closely.

Echo stuck in a waterfall.
reuniones (mail after Labor Day)

G'hein app'n

plans for Mont. trip

Yki a G. sick

Wai a Cronin?

P'ing ust're

other Waiux ust'res

Audubon answers

Sustees

Album pub pre

Alaska galleries for Pelsor

Hoagland

IRA 22 meet

Stay at a Novel
Birdst 7 gg

Sur laiss

"retired here"

"working..." to be located

- to tell myself I'm thinking

tacture

ideal to recapture in Japan '71

point like these

need more asking?

OK wms p. by p.

To write in to circle along mean edge of spacecraft

draw and suspend 7 escape

- alone

think of it as printed.

no other settlement feels NA all of Asia

p. 12: unplan; show given sight of plot

p. 1 - more on life, other

p. 2 - more stolen y B?

p. 31 - more explain of W's view of ship?

p. 39 - t before T the maps
Pl. #1 - too dense?

Insert some details after it.

"or see: some black & surprising black

Barbara McDonald
20 mg 4-6 of meta
3 cir 7520 $4000 publs proj

Deadline mid-Jan
mid-Feb forms

mice pic to call into mind a 7-cedar canoe,

village (point of brightness as a solution), atop a

sharp hillside. 7 trees

For the moment...
Speaking, p. 11—"makings of the..."
"
" p. 12—"New poetry of fact" & Stafford "C. Charly"

"Every thing and done — rhythm of work & weather, good & death"

"Iphone & android 6. Can name us "Ein Janevra des Schäfchen."

"See Tace. Many ask the new companion of night to be

"If they join a thing

My father, born to a long cabin, Scotich-bred, a Con-

"trailer & a kipper & more proven..."

"(asked a real) Pork (teen-age mumble) asked "Do ye know

"come I yet?" In to my clamped jaw, "Hauratha."

"22.5. famous lines

"Mayakovsky / Beats:

"Once we met & counted & we married beside some lake,

"31 yrs. north of here @ New, she must have known...

"poetry of. vascular

"music—lookout,

"Stories of the

"Try to keep things apart as with poetry & always

"I think that's what people do

"don't come on ourselves too.

"6.14

"litany part
Any bunch that can turn "spam" into a verb clearly has literary pretensions.
- Woolf

Hugo V: This Town
- V: Turned left and (R's sister Y at her)

@ the West, they are at heart of world

Art is never "for its own sake,"
14 interconnected short stories, narrated by 7 different members of Kashpaw + Semantine families. 1931-1984 (pub.)
All add to total portrait of Tattle Mt. Chippewa community...lyric quality...
...emphasizing the joy + beauty in lives otherwise delighted by poverty + racism. Universal, legendary qualities in stories.
Local, time-shifting approach.

Magical haunting in nightmares as supernatural powers. People, such as cows as invisible, return powers of access to the spirit-world.

Book Rev. Dgy. ..an intriguing mixture of the comic + tragic.
"The seeds" best line. Camp, Kashpaw narrates.
"Wild Bee", too.

Remark: No central action unifies the narrative...